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Kub’s by Kit’s

Kub’s is a way of
thinking, building and
creating houses.
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Kub’s base house  

All Kub’s houses are based on high quality standards and aim to find a balance
between the functionality needed for day-to-day living, the comfort of the
materials chosen to enjoy well-being and comfort, and the aesthetic value
provided by the design, giving personality and setting the difference. Below is a 
list of finishes and materials on which the price of the selected house is based.
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FOUNDATION

Basic surface foundation of reinforced concrete 
pending variations that may arise based on the 
results of the ground studies.. 

ROOF

The roof is placed on the sturdy structure of metal
beams. The construction system used is a DECK
type roof, flat, light and not passable, thermal
insulation and waterproof membrane. The finish is
provided by gravel which is placed as the last layer
of covering. This insulates the roof acoustically
and absorbs solar radiation, thus preventing direct
transmission to the base of the roof.
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VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL STRUCTURE

Prefabricated metal construction allows us to reduce
construction time.
The structural system is developed by a structural
calculation engineer and consists of simple HEB
and IPE type sections of rolled steel S275 JR with
an anti-corrosion finish treatment and welded joints.
The appropriate resistance and rigidity of the slab is
achieved by casting concrete on the collaborating
plate placed on the framework of longitudinal and
transversal IPE-type steel beams arranged at the
lower level.
All the structural elements of the project are
supervised and exhaustively controlled by the
production manager, but on the other hand, they are
also certified by external entities and laboratories
approved by the industry of the sector.
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OUTDOORS

The façade enclosure is made of multilayer cement,
fibre and high-impact and moisture resistant plaster
panels, a self-standing metal substructure and an
inner core of mineral wool. This material guarantees
continuity, offering a high level of thermal and
acoustic insulation.

The exterior finish of the façade is made with a
continuous coating of acrylic mortar of a colour to
be determined according to the design. These types
of mortars give a homogeneous, weather-resistant
finish and can be customised in terms of their degree
of texturing.

The external openings are 2.40m without shutters.
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PARTITIONS

The interior compartmentalisation is resolved with
dry construction: a system of plasterboard panels
fixed on a metal substructure with interior acoustic
insulation and specific reinforcements where
suspended elements have to be fixed.
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OUTDOORS

The economic valuation has been given according to 
the following finishes and equipment.  

FAÇADE

1 FACADE FINISHING - Acrylic mortar*

2 FACADE CLADDING - Decorative compact cladding *

WINDOWS AND DOORS

3
WINDOWS - Profiling with thermal break system and double APTK- PVC 
synthetic rubber sealing gasket.*

4 SWING HANDLES - Standard Handle *

5 ENTRANCE DOOR - 3-point security with cladding*

6 ENTRANCE DOOR PULLER - Black tubular 1,2m and section 25x25mm*

*Colour and texturing to be chosen according to standard colour range.
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OUTDOORS

The economic valuation has been given according to 
the following finishes and equipment.  

GLASS, VINYL AND DARKENERS

1
TRANSPARENT GLASS - With air chamber and low-emissivity treated 
coating

2 TRANSLUCENT FINISH - In bathrooms

3 INTERIOR DARKENERS - Pleated curtains with guide in bedrooms*

OTHERS

4 DECK ENGRAVING

5 FAÇADE CROWNS - Enamelled Metal L-shape * 

6
EXTERIOR APPLIQUES- 2 pcs on access façade - CELLER Outdoor 
horitzontal applique with antracite finish*

7 PORCH FLOORING - Porcelain stoneware model Planet by PERONDA 
in 90x90 format with non-slip finish. Colour to be chosen according to 
catalogue.

MANAGEMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION CONNECTIONS - Up to plot 
boundary

*Colour and texturing to be chosen according to standard colour range.
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INTERIORS DOORS

In Kub’s homes we use openings with 2.10m clear 
height casements and hinged leaves.

Our interior doors are made of high-quality, resistant 
and durable MDF leaves with a lacquered finish. All 
of them offer a door width of at least 80cm to give 
a wide passageway and avoid architectural barriers. 
The hinged  doors include handle, stainless steel 
fittings, covers and stopper.
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31

INTERIOR DOORS

The economic valuation has been given according to 
the following finishes and equipment.  

INTERIOR DOORS

1 210X80cm SWING DOORS - Lacquered colour RAL 9016

2 HANDLE - Stainless steel basic model. 

3 STOPPER - Stainless steel with black rubber 18x24mm.
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FLOORS AND PAINTING

Kub’s houses make it a priority to make customers
feel comfortable, not only with what they see but
also with how they feel. That’s why we focus on the
comfort provided by laminated parquet flooring,
which provides warmth, insulation from impact noise
and is maintenance-free.

In addition, the laminated wood parquet is totally
customisable because it offers a wide range of
finishes that allows us to find the most appropriate
for each client. 

In general, the finishes of the vertical walls of the 
house are with plastic paint on partitions and wall 
linings and water-based enamel in wet areas.

As for the covered porches under the modules, we 
use high quality and resistant porcelain flooring in 
accordance with the overall design of the house.
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1 3

INTERIOR DOORS

The economic valuation has been given according to 
the following finishes and equipment.  

FLOORS AND PAINTING

1 LAMINATED PARQUET - ARKOMEX with natural oak look and AC5 type; 1845 
x 244 x 10mm planks with 4 bevelled edges; X-TREME PLUS range *

2
SOCKET - Painted high density polystyrene WD2 from NMC IBERICA 
70x15mm*

3 PLASTIC PAINT - Partitioning and wall cladding - Colour White NCS 500N* 

3 WATER-BASED ENAMEL PAINT - For wet areas - Colour White NCS 500N*

4 PORCELAIN STONEWARE - Under covered outdoor spaces (in modules) 
PERONDA Planet porcelain stoneware model 90x90 with non-slip finish. 
Colour to be chosen according to catalogue.*

*Colour and texturing to be chosen according to standard colour range.
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BATHROOMS

At Kub’s we understand the bathrooms as a part of
the home and we give them the importance they
deserve. Rooms fully equipped with minimalist
furniture and toilets with modern finishes.

The washbasin piece is presented integrated
on the cabinet offering storage space. The resin and 
totally minimalist shower tray is accompanied by a 
glass screen adapted to the opening to be covered 
(either with a hinged door or a sliding door). The white 
vitrified porcelain toilet is either suspended or with 
a high tank depending on the design and the size of 
the room, and always with clean lines that offer easy 
cleaning of the element.

The vertical surfaces most susceptible to damp in 
areas such as bathrooms are either treated with 
water-based enamel or covered with porcelain tile.
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LAMINATED PARQUET - ARKOMEX with natural oak look and AC5 type; 1845 
x 244 x 10mm planks with 4 bevelled edges;  X-TREME PLUS range*

SOCKET - Painted high density polystyrene WD2 from NMC IBERICA 
70x15mm*

WATER-BASED ENAMEL PAINT - For wet areas - Colour White NCS 500N*

1 SHOWER ROOFS - 90x30cm white colour matt finish.

2 Non-suspended WC - ROCA white porcelain low flush toilet with lid; model 
Inspira Round

3 MIRROR - Rectangular surface mirror without frame 100x70cm

4 TAP - High tap MILOS STICK single lever mixer tap chrome finish

5 WASHBASIN - BATHCO OLEA SQUARE white washbasin.

6 BATHROOM FURNITURE- DIBANY Wall hung Wild Oak Laminate Finish and 
finger-joint*.

7 SHOWER BASIN - Compact with raised drain - REF STILLO STONER WHITE 
190x80 texturized Slate with square stainless steel stainless steel *

8 SHOWER MOUNT - REF CONFORT FRONTAL WALK IN 110x6mm

9
SHOWER KIT - Thermostatic surface-mounted column REF - IMEX 
AMSTERDAM with chrome finish*

8 9

2 3

7

1

2

5
4

BATHROOMS

The economic valuation has been given according to 
the following finishes and equipment.  

*Colour and texturing to be chosen according to standard colour range.
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SUITE BATHROOM

LAMINATED PARQUET - ARKOMEX with natural oak look and AC5 type; 1845 
x 244 x 10mm planks with 4 bevelled edges;  X-TREME PLUS range*

SOCKET - Painted high density polystyrene WD2 from NMC IBERICA 
70x15mm*

WATER-BASED ENAMEL PAINT - For wet areas - Colour White NCS 500N*

1 SHOWER ROOFS - 90x30cm white colour matt finish.

2 Non-suspended WC - ROCA white porcelain low flush toilet with lid; model 
Inspira Round

3 MIRROR - Rectangular surface mirror without frame 100x70cm

4 TAP - High tap LUXOR STICK single lever mixer tap black finish

5 WASHBASIN - BATHCO OLEA SQUARE white washbasin.

6 BATHROOM FURNITURE- DIBANY Wall unit with dark clay melamine finish 
and black handle*.

7 SHOWER BASIN - Compact with raised drain - REF STILLO STONER WHITE 
190x80 texturized Slate with square stainless steel stainless steel *

8
SHOWER MOUNT - REF CONFORT FRONTAL WALK IN Black frame 
110x6mm 

9
SHOWER KIT - Thermostatic surface-mounted column REF - IMEX KENT 
with black finish*

BATHROOMS

The economic valuation has been given according to 
the following finishes and equipment.  

*Colour and texturing to be chosen according to standard colour range.
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KITCHEN

Santos is synonymous of top quality kitchens with 
a high quality, resistant, versatile, ergonomic and 
fully customisable, both in terms of the capacity 
of the interior units and the finishes and colours 
of the fronts and sides, as well as the handles and 
alternative opening systems.

In our homes, we optimise the space allocated to 
the kitchen with linear or L-shaped* layouts, always 
adapted to the relationship of the kitchen with 
adjacent living and/or dining areas.

For work surfaces, we collaborate with innovative 
and modern companies such as Neolith, Silestone 
or Dekton to offer the best worktops on the market, 
with high resistance and durability. We can also offer 
marble and granite.

The kitchens of Kub’s base houses are equipped with 
hob, oven and extractor hood with high energy rating.
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CUINA

LAMINATED PARQUET - ARKOMEX with natural oak look and AC5 type; 1845 
x 244 x 10mm planks with 4 bevelled edges;  X-TREME PLUS  range *

WATER-BASED ENAMEL PAINT - For wet areas - Colour White NCS 500N* 

1 EXTERIOR FURNITURE FINISHING - SANTOS Platform D11 Fine Stratified D11 
Elea Blanc Innsbruck*.

2 INTERIOR FURNITURE FINISHING - SANTOS Stratified 074 Light Grey

3 WORK SURFACE - HPL Om Clar model * - 1.8 cm thickness

4 GOLAS - White aluminum

5 SOCKET - White aluminium

6 DRAWER INTERIOR - Standard drawer typology: 1st drawer with walnut 
laminate perimeter, 2nd and 3rd drawer in graphene, with bottom, side and 
rod guide.

7 CEILING HOOD - Cristal white 90cm V.734 REF 3BE296HW Balay

8 OVEN - 60 cm, STEEL series, 5 functions REF. 3HB4000X2 Balay

9 INDUCTION COOKING PANEL - 60 cm Ø24cm REF 3EB864FR BALAY

10 PACK SINK-FAUCET - Sink Solis 500-IF Acer Inox 526 and removable 
chrome MILA-S faucet 519

KITCHEN

The economic valuation has been given according to 
the following finishes and equipment.  

*Colour and texturing to be chosen according to standard colour range.
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ELECTRICITY AND LIGHTING

The degree of electrification of our homes is high to
adapt to current requirements, and thinking about
possible future extensions and new technological
and smart systems.

Each flat requires different lighting according to its
use and each of the spaces in a house must offer
versatility according to the moment or the situation.
For this reason, in designing Kub’s houses we take
into account the distribution of light points and the
lighting needed to achieve this capacity to generate
different atmospheres in the same space, regardless
of the luminaires that may be installed.

The luminaires with which the Kub’s houses are 
equipped are recessed circular LED downlights with 
high visual comfort combined with recessed LED 
strip profiles in rooms such as kitchens.

The electrical mechanisms we offer are
functional, minimalist and fully integrated
chromatically integrated into the vertical surfaces.
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ELECTRICITY AND LIGHTING

The economic valuation has been given according to 
the following finishes and equipment.  

ELECTRICITY AND LIGHTING

1
KITCHEN AND BATHS - Aluminium profile and recessed LED strip following 
the shape of the kitchen & bath furniture - CELER STRIP 196LED/M IP20 
3000K 24W/M*.

2
General lighting - Round recessed downlights - CELER CONFORT
VISUAL AVANT 7W 3000K* 

3 ELECTRICAL MECHANISMS - SIMON 82 Series*.

4 ELECTRONIC GATEWAY - Golmar T-510R 

*Colour and texturing to be chosen according to standard colour range.
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CLIMATE

The heating system that we offer guarantees the 
range of temperatures necessary to achieve the 
feeling of environmental comfort inside home.  It is 
achieved by using a set of multi-split air conditioning 
units with very good performance that provides 
both heat and coolness in a homogeneous, fast 
and constant way to all the rooms of the house.
For domestic hot water heating, we offer a system 
consisting of a bibloc heating pump.

Optionally, we can also offer other generation 
systems (gas boiler, aerothermal,...) as well as 
other transmission systems (radiators, underfloor 
heating,...).

 

MACHINERY ROOM

Service area used for the heating and connections 
necessary for the machines related to the climate 
and DHW.
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CLIMATE

The economic valuation has been given according to 
the following finishes and equipment.  

CLIMATE

1 HOT WATER - DHW bibloc type heating pump

2 AIR CONDITIONING - Multi Split Anori Air Conditioning (Hot and Cold Air)
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Optional packages
Kub’s House

Optionally, and if as a client you are interested in providing your home with more
features than those provided by the Kub’s base house, we offer you different
Packages that allow you to complement and improve even more the quality of the
house in different aspects.
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CLOSINGS

SLIDE KITCHEN ALUMINUM

With this optional pack, we offer you the 
possibility of turning the balcony with 
fixed glass and door in the kitchen into a 
much more comfortable and functional 
solution, such as incorporating an 
elevating sliding balcony.

With the ALUMINUM pack, we give you 
the opportunity to give more quality and 
elegance to your home by incorporating 
aluminum as the base material for all the 
enclosures in your home.

KITCHEN

MEDIUM PLUS NEOLITH

Choosing the MEDIUM kitchen pack 
gives you the option to choose from a 
range of superior colours and finishes 
to fully implement the kitchen option we 
present and a set of extra equipment 
such as the sink pack.

With the PLUS kitchen pack, you will 
not only gain in quality but also in the 
possibility of choosing the materials, 
finishes and solutions that best suit you. 
Built-in refrigerator, throats and black 
plinths, among many other possibilities.

It allows you to incorporate the NEOLITH 
Pietra di Luna in the work surface 
providing more versatility, strength and 
durability while maintaining the quality 
and aesthetics of our homes.

Optional items

BIOCLIMATICS (7.800€) FIXED SLATS   (4.100€)RETRACTABLE CANOPY(Included)

Material: Aluminum
Finish: Lacquered in RAL 7016
Size: 4830x4180mm

Others:
Automatic adjustable slat system with 
opening from 0º to 145º by remote 
control.
Rain, wind and humidity sensors and 
perfect sealing with closed slats.

Optional extra:
Slatted lighting kit
RGB perimeter lighting kit

Material: Aluminum
Finish: Lacquered in RAL 7016
Size: 4830x4180mm

Optional extra:
RGB perimeter lighting kit

Material: Aluminum + Acrylic technical 
fabric with color to choose
Finish: Lacquered structure in RAL 7016
Size: 4830x4180mm

Others:
Motor Somfy IO

PERGOLA 
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SERVICE CUPBOARD  ENTRANCE DIVIDERS

The utility cupboard integrated in the 
hallway of the flat will allow you to 
have more interior storage space in a 
convenient and elegant way.

In order to offer a striking and differential 
entrance to the house, we offer you 
the possibility of incorporating a room 
divider made of wooden slats from floor 
to ceiling.

*LED lighting is not included 

INTERIOR EQUIPMENT

AEROTHERMIA + FANCOILS

AEROTHERMIA + HEATING FLOOR

EXTRA SPLITS    

EXTRA CLIMATE   

EXCHANGER  

Efficient and ecological heating 
system based on the combination of 
aerothermal energy and fan coils. It is a 
combination that provides high thermal 
comfort and energy savings and allows 
the desired temperatures to be reached 
quickly and efficiently.

Efficient and ecological heating 
system based on the combination of 
aerothermal and underfloor heating. 
Not only will you achieve significant 
energy savings, but the thermal comfort 
achieved is also very high.

Includes the incorporation of two SPLITS 
air conditioners, one for the suite room 
and one located in the living-dining area.   

Includes the addition of three extra 
climate control units in your home to 
enhance wellbeing and comfort.

With the heat exchanger ventilation 
system you can guarantee excellent 
indoor air comfort and at the same time 
save extra energy consumption. 

CLIMATE

BATHROOMS

TOWEL RACK

To provide more features and comforts 
in your bathroom, we offer the possibility 
of adding towels racks.

400W electric towel rack in white finish 
RAL 9010.

Size 500x800mm



Kub’s by Kit’s

Kub’s és buying,
builnding and living.



Kub’s
by Kit’s

Ronda Camprodon 38
Vic, Barcelona

info@kubshouse.com
www.kubshouse.com

#offsitehouses


